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PhD Propositions Laura Brinks Janssen

1.

IDPs need a legal protection regime similarly to refugees who are protected by the
UNHCR and the 1951 Refugee Convention. (Introduction)

2.

Utilizing both a Bottom Up and Top Down Approach within the newly developed
Protection Pyramid Approach increases IDP protection. (2.2 Dualisms, Protection
Providers and Needs)

3.

The benefit of Grounded Theory is the fact that theory development and data collection
and analysis continuously mutually influence each other during the whole research
process. (3.1.3 Methodology)

4.

Though Bottom Up actors are protection experts due to the fact that they have
experienced the lack of protection first hand, this benefit is also a weakness because it
prevents them from unbiasedly identifying their capacities and needs. (4.8.3 BU Case
Study Country Comparison Component Eight)

5.

Regardless of the diminished impact of TD actors’ protective activities in both case study
countries due to corruption, the presence of corruption should not be a reason not to
include TD actors in the provision of protection to IDPs. (5.1.1 and 5.1.2 Uganda and
Colombia)

6.

The Partnership Approach to Protection ‘takes the best of both worlds’ and as such
compensates shortcomings apparent within Bottom Up and Top Down Approaches. (7.2
Component Two: Protection Providers, Needs and Dualities)

7.

The Protection Pyramid Approach is not simply an additional model amongst the existing
range of protection models for the protection of IDPs but unique due to its
comprehensive multi-actor, multi-component perspective in which theory and practice
infinitely influence each other. (7.9 Conclusion)

8.

The importance of national identity is reciprocally proportional to the success of the
European Union as can be observed in the rhetoric used by nationalistic and populist
parties such as the Partij voor Vrede en Vrijheid (PVV) in the Netherlands and Front
National in France.

9.

Having indicted mostly African nationals, the Internal Criminal Court is rightly perceived
as neo-colonialist and paternalistic.

10.

The Peace Agreement between the Colombian Government and the FARC was not
accepted by the Colombian people because it was based on wishful thinking instead of
on stipulations satisfying the need for justice felt by the victims.

